
 
As a small business owner and an employee of a Small business, I see the direct impact to the consumer 
and owners from Cap and Trade.   
 
This bill and all others that impose burdens on the general population should be up to the citizens and 
not an emergency session in a supermajority! 
 
For every tax break given on the Federal level, you as our State government have taken back to use for 
Pers or whatever you deem fit.  Private jet flights to and from wherever.  Lavish parties with lobbyists on 
our dime.  Golfing business trips the list goes on!   
 
In the meantime Homelessness is everywhere, interstate is clogged w tents, trash, feces, drug 
paraphernalia.  Our inner cities are overflowing with poverty, people camping in whatever they can find. 
You are in fact contributing to the problem. Major issues are Sanctuary cities, and encouraging 
lawlessness on one side.  Tax breaks and loopholes to giant corporations while killing our own local 
sources.  We are being taxed on money that has been taxed many times before.  I do not see any 
improvements to infrastructure.  As a matter of fact where is all the lottery and marijuana cash 
going?  Why is it ok to IncomeTax and now Sales tax and the rest goes to homeoners? Gross receipts tax, 
vin tax, carbon tax, death tax. Why should we trust more taxes fixes anything?  The Governor 
threatened to have Republican Senators arrested last year for them exercising a right she once used 
herself!   
 
I love this State!  I do feel that emotions and feelings are running our current State Government, not the 
will of the people!  3 cities control the entire State.  The very emotional people in those 3 cities you are 
trying to please are killing what founded this country.   Hard work, honesty, loyalty, and adaptability to 
overcome situations.  Instead of burdening your citizens and causing greater civil divide LET THE PEOPLE 
DECIDE!  PRESENT YOUR CASE!  YOU WORK FOR US! 
 
Kind Regards,  
Benjamin Kibler, concerned citizen 
 

















 


